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ABSTRACT 

 

The spectral ratio between horizontal and vertical components (H/V ratio) of 

ambient noise measured at the ground surface has been used to identify discontinuity 

in the subsurface and location faults. At the request of the Geological Survey of Israel 

the Seismology Division, Geophysical Institute of Israel, during March-April, 2011 

carried out ambient noise measurements at a number of profiles over the Carmel fault 

zone at distances of 14 km between Haifa port and Kibbuts Yagur. The 67 sites 

(instead of planned 40 sites) were instrumented for varying periods of time. 

In our study we use the S-wave velocities for different sediments obtained in 

the earlier studies. The constructed subsurface models were based on available 

geological and geophysical data and constrained by empirical H/V information. 

Fixing the shear wave velocity, we adjust the thickness of sedimentary layers for 

matching analytical response functions with experimental spectral ratios.  

Our investigation demonstrates that the H/V curves exhibit both one and two 

clear peaks appearing at different frequencies. Such an observation is associated with 

two impedance contrast: one at deeper and other at shallow strata. The corresponding 

frequencies are interpreted as fundamental (f0), and other natural (f1) ones. 

Frequencies of the one and two peaks in the H/V spectral ratios are used to estimate 

the thickness of sediments by means of multi-layer 1-D models. The discontinuity in 

the subsurface is associated with either a sharp change in the fundamental frequency 

and/or a change in the shape of the H/V ratio over a short distance.  

In this report, we present the 22 cross sections over the Carmel fault zone from 

Haifa port to Kibbuts Yagur. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Near-surface sedimentary deposits have significant effect on seismic motion. 

Therefore, a detailed study of this effect is very important for earthquake engineering.  

Drilling boreholes and geophysical prospecting techniques utilizing refraction 

measurements allows obtaining more accurate and more detailed information about 

thickness and shear wave velocity of different layers of soil. However, these methods 

are expensive, slow and often cannot be implemented in urban areas due to logistical 

difficulties. 

Nakamura (1989) proposed the hypothesis that site response function under 

low strain can be determined as the spectral ratio of the horizontal versus the vertical 

component (H/V) of motion observed at the same site. He hypothesized that the 

vertical component of ambient noise is relatively unaffected by the unconsolidated 

near-surface layers. Many authors, among them Lermo and Chávez-García (1994), 

Seekins et al. (1996), Toshinawa et al. (1997), Chávez-García and Cuenca (1998), 

Enomoto et al. (2000), Shapira et al. (2001), Mucciarelli and Gallipoli (2004), 

Murphy and Eaton (2005), Maresca, (2006), Zaslavsky et al., (1995, 2000a, 2005), 

show that the H/V spectral ratio technique can be a useful tool for the assessment of 

ground motion characteristics on soft sediments. The Nakamura approach has gained 

great interest, primarily due to the low cost and simplicity in its implementation.  

Usually, the results obtained from H/V ratio are comparable to the transfer 

function of a site due to one dimensional propagation of vertically incident SH waves 

(Singh et al., 1988; Lermo and Chávez-García, 1993; Lachet and Bard, 1994; Hinzen, 

2004. and many other). For 1-D model, this frequency is given by relationship: 

f0=VS/4H   (1) 

Where VS is the average shear wave velocity in the sediment layer and H is its 

thickness. 

In recent years different studies (Ibs-von Seht and Wohlenberg, 1999; Delgado 

et al., 2000; Kobayashi et al., 2000; Parolai et al., 2002; D'Amico et al., 2004; Hinzen 

et al., 2004; García-Jerez et al., 2006) relationship (1) used to map the thickness of 

soft sediments. The resonance frequency f  is related to thickness of soil layer h  

through the relationship 

b
afH


 0    (2) 
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 To determine to what extent such a relationship is appropriate for the Petah 

Tikva area (ambient noise was measured at 650 points) we correlate resonance 

frequency of soil and depth to the bedrock (Judea Gr.) according to the structural map 

(Fleischer and Gafsou, 2003). Range of the sediment thickness over the Judea Gr. is 

from a few meters up to 800 m. The best fit is expressed as (Zaslavsky et al., 2008): 

04.1155  fh    (3) 

We got a correlation between fundamental frequency and sediment thickness. 

Nevertheless, scatter in both parameters is very large (up to 4). It is very important to 

note that causes of the errors observed in the estimates are due to the simplifications 

intrinsic to the models, which imply homogeneity of the shear velocity for the entire 

study region. Moreover, the structure of the soil column is taken as two layers (soil 

and reflector) when is fact there may be more. Subsoil of Israel in most cases there are 

several alternated layers with different lithology, thickness and shear wave velocity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Comparison between H/V spectral ratio (red line) and analytical functions 

calculated on the base of multilayer model (black dashed line) and equivalent one-

layer model (blue line) for sites H367 (a), LV216 (b) from the Northern Shefela and 

HD200 (c) fr 

Figure 1 shows three typical examples of the H/V spectral ratios taken from 

sites in the Northern Shefela and Hadera (note that in each example the fundamental 

frequency is different). Based on the H/V function and other data we developed the 

local subsurface model, which is a multi-layered model, and then computed the site 

response function for that multilayered model. In addition, we used that model to 

define a simplified one layer model (i.e. one soft soil layer with average velocity Vs 

and thickness equal to the depth to the bedrock) and computed corresponding site 

response function.  

a b c 
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The analytical response functions calculated on the base of multilayer and 

one-layer models were superimposed on the spectral ratios and demonstrated large 

differences in the frequency, amplitude and shape. Therefore, general relationship 

between fundamental frequency and depth of reflector does not deliver an accurate 

estimate of the local sediment thickness and cannot be used for hard rock basement 

mapping. 

 Following site investigations in thousands sites across Israel, we adopt the 

concept that the site response be determined by analytical tools. In our studies we use 

the well known program SHAKE (Schnabel et al., 1972). We require that observed 

resonance frequency (fres) and the shape of H/V ratio in frequency range ±0.5fres will 

be identical to the one obtained by modeling and computations. In practice, we use 

ambient noise measurements and H/V computations to specify and/or control a 

stratified subsurface model which best characterize the site.  

 In the process of implementing information from ambient noise 

measurements, we observe, like many other investigators, that the H/V spectral ratio 

of ambient noise is sensitive to variations in the subsurface over very short distances. 

Consequently, it is possible to integrate H/V observations with other site specific data 

from e.g. surface geology, seismic refraction surveys, borehole data etc, to derive 

realistic models of the subsurface, especially at sites where other direct information is 

missing. Furthermore, ambient noise measurements over a dense grid reveals a 

reliable 3D model of the investigated area and is useful for detecting discontinuities 

such as faults.  

 In this work, in order to evaluate more accurate location of the Carmel fault 

the subsurface models are estimated through 1-D numerical simulation by SHAKE 

program for 67 measuring sites and additional 225 sites where ambient noise 

measurements were carried out earlier.  

 

2. OBSERVATIONS 

 

Ambient noise measurements are conducted using portable instruments 

(Shapira and Avirav, 1995) consisting of a multi channel amplifier, Global 

Positioning System (GPS) for timing and a laptop computer with 16-bit analogue-to-

digital conversion card to digitize and store the data. In our experimental set-up, each 
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seismograph station consists of three (one vertical and two horizontal) L4C velocity 

transducers (Mark Products) with a natural frequency of 1.0 Hz and damping ratio 

70% of critical. The recorded signals are sampled at 100 samples per second and 

band-pass filtered between 0.2 Hz and 25 Hz. All the equipment: sensors, power 

supply, amplifiers, personal computer and connectors are carried in a vehicle, which 

also serves as a recording centre. The seismometers are fixed on levelled metal plate 

placed directly on the ground.  

Prior to performing measurements, the individual seismometer constants 

(natural frequency, damping and motor constant) are determined using sine and step 

calibration signals, and then the frequency response functions of all channels are 

computed. This procedure allows evaluating change of natural frequency and motor 

constant (voltage sensitivity) during long time of measurements in harsh conditions in 

the free field. As a final test, all seismometers are placed at the same location and in 

the same orientation to record the same waves. The seismic stations characteristics are 

presented in Table1. The locations of measurement points are shown in Figure 2 and 

its coordinates summarizes in Table 2.  

The reliability and applicability of the method to determine the fundamental 

frequency and the corresponding amplitude of the H/V spectral function may be 

influenced by various factors such as anthropoid noise, underground pipe lines and 

constructions, soil structure interaction, effects of rain, wind, coupling between 

seismometer and soil. Some of these interferences may be detected already in the field 

and then the measurements could be relocated.  

As already observed by many researchers, there is a high scatter in the H/V 

spectra. The source of the scatter is debated between the researchers. Mucciarelli 

(1998), for example, claims that traffic is not a major reason for the scatter, whereas 

Horike et al., (2001) did not use microtremors originated by passing traffic in their 

analysis. In a recent study, Parolai and Galiana-Merino (2006) showed that influence 

of transients on the H/V spectral ratio is insignificant. Our observations also indicate 

that the effect of transients is almost unnoticeable.  

The site response to seismic waves was determined at 67 points. Figure 3 

displays examples of temporary seismic stations deployed during site effect 

investigation. 
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Table 1. Seismic station characteristics 

Site 

Number 

Sensor 

Number 
Component Code 

Generator 

Const. at 1 Hz 

V/m/sec 

Frequency 

Hz 

Damping

% 

1-49 and 

51, 53, 

55, 57, 

58 

1686 Vertical V686 118.9 1.00 70 

3233 
Horizontal 

(NS) 
H233 130.3 1.00 70 

1559 
Horizontal 

(EW) 
H559 131.5 1.00 65 

50, 52, 

54, 56, 

59, 60 

3225 Vertical V225 121.55 1.00 70 

2743 
Horizontal 

(NS) 
H743 123.4 1.00 65 

2750 
Horizontal 

(EW) 
H750 118.5 1.00 64 

61,62,63 

3224 Vertical V224 114.05 1.00 67 

1562 
Horizontal 

(NS) 
H562 118.77 1.00 65 

1563 
Horizontal 

(EW) 
H563 112.57 1.00 70 

64 - 67 

1686 Vertical V689 116.33 1.00 67 

3229 
Horizontal 

(NS) 
H229 130.35 1.00 70 

1565 
Horizontal 

(EW) 
H565 124.89 1.00 70 

 

 

3. DATA PROCESSING  

 

To study the characteristics of spectra of the ambient noise signals, we 

compute Fourier spectra and spectral ratios. The program SEISPECT (Perelman and 

Zaslavsky, 2001) was specially developed for routine analysis in the frequency 

domain. The record length (time window) used for spectral calculations depends on 

the fundamental frequency. The basic criterion is to choose the minimal time window 

which yields spectra that practically do not change when increasing the record length. 

We have concluded that at sites with fundamental frequencies of 1 Hz (or more) we 

should use a record of at least 30 sec. At sites with lower frequencies, the time 

window should be increased to 60 sec. The selected time windows are Fourier 
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transformed, using cosine-tapering (1 sec at each end) before transformation and then 

smoothed with a triangular moving Hanning window. More precisely, we apply 

“window closing” procedure (see Jenkins and Watts, 1968) for smart smoothing of 

spectral estimates so that any significant spectral peaks are not distorted. 

The H/V spectral ratios are obtained by dividing the individual spectrum of 

each of the horizontal components [SNS(f) and SEW(f)] by the spectrum of the vertical 

component [SV(f)]: 
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The average spectral ratio for each of two horizontal components is computed, 

if the curves of average spectral ratios of the two components are similar then the 

average of the two horizontal-to-vertical ratios is defined as: 
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In order to reduce the scatter and increase stability, our processing scheme 

involved a careful selection of the time windows from which we obtained H/V 

functions. It followed the concept that at site with no site effects the amplitude spectra 

of the H and V components of the ground motions are of the same level throughout 

the spectrum. At sites with significant site effects, the spectral amplitudes of the two 

components will differ only within a certain limited frequency band, probably at the 

neighbourhood of the resonance frequency. Time windows that exhibit such or similar 

conditions were selected. The selection was made manually and yields an appreciated 

deduction in the H/V scatter.  

The length of recorded ground motions (ambient noise) may affect the results 

and influence the reliability and applicability of the technique. According to Teves 

Teves Costa and Senos (2000) and Dravinski et al. (2003), a total ambient noise 

recording of five minutes is sufficient. Lebrun et al. (2004) advocated recording time 

of 10 minutes, while many authors (e.g., Parolai et al., 2001; Ferretti et al., 2007, and 

others) suggest that signals should be recorded for at least 30 minutes. From 
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comparison between the average H/V curves obtained from ambient noise recordings 

of different durations we conclude that recording for about 1-1.5 hours provides 

enough time segments for reliable calculation of the average H/V function. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Geological map of the study area and locations of the observation points. 
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Table 2. The locations of measurement points 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Point 

number 

Coordinates Point 

number 

Coordinates 

EW NS EW NS 

FC1 204462 741971 FC 35 197758 748505 

FC2 204338 742212 FC 36 197878 748543 

FC3 204432 741980 FC 37 197966 748578 

FC4 203890 742626 FC 38 207194 738586 

FC5 204511 742059 FC 39 207365 738718 

FC6 204697 742235 FC 40 207488 738880 

FC 7 204440 742304 FC 41 207541 738963 

FC 8 203989 742737 FC 42 207717 738108 

FC 9 204084 742837 FC 43 207821 738239 

FC 10 207513 738943 FC 44 206695 739612 

FC 11 207441 738818 FC 45 206610 739596 

FC 12 207308 738680 FC 46 205971 740022 

FC 13 207235 738589 FC 47 206005 740086 

FC 14 202057 744734 FC 48 206026 740121 

FC 15 202368 745109 FC 49 205790 740212 

FC 16 201976 744671 FC 50 205786 740198 

FC 17 202349 744302 FC 51 205847 740256 

FC 18 204747 742157 FC 52 205873 740326 

FC 19 204167 742952 FC 53 202998 743626 

FC 20 204950 742310 FC 54 203012 743630 

FC 21 207719 738157 FC 55 202692 744091 

FC 22 207777 738214 FC 56 202608 744130 

FC 23 197922 748104 FC 57 202182 744737 

FC 24 197997 748112 FC 58 202916 743615 

FC 25 198043 748161 FC 59 202753 743763 

FC 26 198102 748183 FC 60 200671 746697 

FC 27 198178 748250 FC61 197626 748427 

FC 28 198292 748289 FC62 197768 748186 

FC 29 197299 748386 FC63 198169 747910 

FC 30 197318 748410 FC64 207723 738139 

FC 31 197544 748429 FC65 207738 738183 

FC 32 197419 748396 FC66 207370 738789 

FC 33 197313 748348 FC67 207256 738662 

FC 34 197674 748489    
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Figure 3. Pictures of the temporary seismic stations during various set of the site 

effect investigation in the Carmel fault. 
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4. ESTIMATION OF SHEAR-WAVE VELOCITY MODELS IN THE 

STUDY  

 

The key parameters to analytically evaluate site effects by using computer codes 

such as SHAKE (Schnabel et al., 1972) are the S-wave velocities of the 

unconsolidated sediments, thickness of each layers, density and specific attenuation in 

different lithological units as well as S-wave and density of the hard rock acting as a 

seismic reflector. Densities and specific attenuation in different lithological units were 

selected from of literature sources (Borcherdt et al., 1989; McGarr et al., 1991; 

Theodulidis et al., 1996; Reinozo and Ordas, 1999; Pergalani et al., 2000 and many 

others). Recently, Pratt and Brocher (2006) used spectral decay in the shear-wave 

spectral ratio with respect to reference site amplification curves and estimated Q-

values for shallow sedimentary deposits. They concluded that the range of Q values is 

10-40. These values agree well with those used in our studies. 

Data collected from a few seismic refraction profiles provide information on the 

S-wave velocities and thickness of shallow sediments within the accuracy and 

resolution of the geophysical technique. Refraction profiles are normally designed to 

obtain maximum information on Vs of the lithological units represented in the study 

area.  

Measurements of ambient vibrations are also carried out either very close to or 

directly at drilling sites where detailed information on the subsurface is available. 

Available logging data are incorporated to obtain more detailed and reliable 

information about the subsurface. At that point, we combine the borehole and 

geophysical information with the observed spectral ratios to estimate the S-wave 

velocity profile at-depth. Then propagate by means of extrapolation to neighbouring 

sites, using H/V spectral observations and information about the regional geology to 

constraint S-wave velocities of the lithological units present in the area. 

The stochastic algorithm (Storn and Price, 1995) is applied in order to fit an 

analytical model to an observed H/V spectral ratio, giving same weight to the 

fundamental and second natural frequencies and by considering their amplitudes. 

Unfortunately, during this investigation we haven't carried out even one refraction 

profile due to the lack of budget. 
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We used data about shear-wave velocity obtained in previous studies in 

Zevulun plain (Zaslavsky et al.,2000b, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2006-2008), Hadera and 

Carmel Coast area (Zaslavsky et al., 2009) collected from different refraction profiles 

(see Ezersky, 2002, 2003, 2004a, 2004b, 2004c and 2004d). Table 3 summarizes the 

characteristic S-wave velocities for the subsoil layers in the investigated area. 

 

Table 3. S-velocities of lithological units represented in the study areas. 

Lithological unit Vs 

Silt, terrestrial clay (Holocene) 150-200 

Sand and sandy loam (Kurkar Gr., Pleistocene) 210-450 

Gravels (Kurkar Gr., Pleistocene ) 450-550 

Calcareous sandstone (Kurkar Gr.) 550-750 

Clay, marl (Saqiye Gr., Pliocene) 850 

Gypsum and Limestone (Mavqi’im and Ziqlag Fms., Miocene ) 1500 

Marl, chalk ( Avedat Gr. and Mount Scopus Gr., Eocene - Senonian) 950-1100 

Limestone (Judea Gr., Turonian, Cenomanian,) 1900 

Chalk (Carmel chalk complex, Cenomanian) 1000-1050 

Limestone, chalk (Isfye Fm., Cenomanian) 1500 

Dolomite (Jagur Fm., Albian,) 1900-2200 

 

 

5. RECONSTRUCTION OF SUBSURFACE STRUCTURE ALONG 

PROFILES CROSSING CARMEL FAULT 

 
Locations of points which were used to map the Carmel Fault are shown in 

Figure 2. We present 22 cross sections over of the Carmel fault zone (for positions see 

Figures 4). Multi-layer soil column models of subsurface are based on available 

geological and geophysical data and they provide a best fit between the horizontal-to-

vertical spectra ratios curves and the analytical transfer function for the local site 

condition. The locations of the refraction and reflection lines are shown in Fig. 5. 
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Figure 4. Geological map with cross-sections location. 

Unfortunately it is necessary to notice that in the Carmel fault zone there are 

not deep boreholes and that essentially complicates understanding of geological 

structure in the study area. Locations of all wells which were used to the subsurface 

modeling are shown in Figure 5. 

Cross-sections and H/V spectral ratios for representative sites located along 

profiles 1 - 22 together with the corresponding analytical transfer functions that were 

computed for the suggested 1D model to each site are show in Figures 6-20. Cross-

sections have SW-NE direction and illustrate the results of H/V analysis  
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Figure 5. Geological map with the locations of refraction and reflection lines and 

wells 
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Figure 6. Schematic geological cross section along profile 1 and H/V spectral ratios (red line) and analytical transfer function (black dashed line) 
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Figure 7. Schematic geological cross section along profile 2 and H/V spectral ratios (red line) and analytical transfer function (black dashed line) 
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Figure 8. Schematic geological cross section along profile 3 and H/V spectral ratios (red line) and analytical transfer function (black dashed line) 
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Figure 9. Schematic geological cross section along profile 4 and H/V spectral ratios (red line) and analytical transfer function (black dashed line) 
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Figure 10. Schematic geological cross sections along profiles 5 and 6 and H/V spectral ratios (red line) and analytical transfer function 

(black dashed line) 
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Figure 11. Schematic geological cross section along profile 7 and H/V spectral ratios (red line) and analytical transfer function (black dashed 

line) 
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Figure 12. Schematic geological cross section along profile 8 and H/V spectral ratios (red line) and analytical transfer function (black dashed 

line) 
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Figure 13. Schematic geological cross section along profile 9 and H/V spectral ratios (red line) and analytical transfer function (black dashed 

line) 
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Figure 14. Schematic geological cross sections along profiles 10 and 11 and H/V spectral ratios (red line) and analytical transfer function (black 

dashed line) 
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Figure 15. Schematic geological cross sections along profiles 12 and 13 and H/V spectral ratios (red line) and analytical transfer function 

(black dashed line) 
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Figure 16. Schematic geological cross sections along profiles 14 and 15 and H/V spectral ratios (red line) and analytical transfer function (black 

dashed line) 
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Figure 17. Schematic geological cross sections along profiles 16 and 17 and H/V spectral ratios (red line) and analytical transfer function black 

dashed line) 
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Figure 18. Schematic geological cross sections along profiles 18 and 19 and H/V spectral ratios (red line) and analytical transfer function (black 

dashed line) 
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Figure 19. Schematic geological cross sections along profiles 20 and 21 and H/V spectral ratios (red line) and analytical transfer function 

(black dashed line) 
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Figure 20. Schematic geological cross section along profile 22 and H/V spectral ratios (red line) and analytical transfer function (black 

dashed line) 
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Results of the integrated analysis of microtremor measurement and available 

geological information allowed to suppose that following lithostratigraphic units are 

reflectors in the study area: Yagur Fm., Judea Group and Mavqiim and Ziqlag Fms. 

At sites, located on outcrop of the Yagur Fm. dolomite, H/V spectral ratios 

show no site effect. Northeast of the dolomite outcrops, decrease in the fundamental 

frequency is observed. These changes correspond to increase of the fundamental 

reflector depth. The sharp shift in the fundamental frequency between some 

neighboring points corresponds to a vertical displacement. Decrease in the 

fundamental frequency and also changes in the shape of both spectrum and H/V 

spectral ratio in comparison with previous points we attribute to the appearance of an 

additional shallower reflector, which is gypsum and limestone of the Mavqi’im and 

Ziqlag Fms. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

Ambient noise measurements at 67 points carried out during March-June, 2011 

and more than 250 points investigated earlier were analyzed using the Nakamura's 

technique (H/V spectral ratio) that improved location of the Carmel fault. Limited 

data on S-wave velocities and sediment thickness obtained from seismic refraction 

surveys carried out at boreholes enable the calibration of the H/V spectral ratio with 

an analytical site response derived from a 1D subsurface model. It is also used to 

justify further H/V ratios utilization, by velocities extrapolation, to study other sites, 

away from refraction profiles and boreholes. A stochastic optimization algorithm is 

applied to calculate the layer thickness, yielding transfer functions to match in the best 

way the observed H/V curves, considering all resonance peaks. 

Our conclusion may be summarized as follows: 

 The simplified one-layer models do not reproduce the complex shape of 

the experimental spectral ratio, while the multilayer models provides a 

good fit between the calculated site response function and horizontal-to 

vertical spectral (H/V) ratio.  

 The ambient noise measurements enable identifying discontinuity in the 

subsurface and locate faults. These are associated with significant 

change in all three characteristics of the Y/V spectra, i.e. fundamental 

frequency, amplitude and shape corresponding to both vertical 

displacement and change in velocity profile. 

 Ambient noise measurements in combination H/V spectral ratio it may 

be very successfully to map depth to reflector especially in regions of 

unknown basement morphology.  

  

The study described in this Report calls to the need to continue reconstruction 

of the subsurface structure in different areas of Israel by the dense grid of ambient 

noise measurements. 
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